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Introduction
Until 3 years ago, graduate students in our PhD programs were required to take a 
course in biostatistics at the end of their first year, as they transitioned from rotations 
to dissertation labs.  Unfortunately, most students disliked the course and reported that 
it was irrelevant to their scientific training – most examples were taken from problems 
in public health and differed from the research done by our students.  In response, we 
took a different approach by designing a new course entitled, D2K:from data to 
knowledge – Biomedical experimental design and analysis.  The course has now been 
taught 3 times to a diverse class of around 36 students per year drawn from 8 programs

Innovative elements of the D2K course
• Emphasis on experimental design and analysis as the cornerstone of research rigor 

and reproducibility
• Course taught jointly by an experimental biologist (Horn) and a statistician (Bilonick) 

who attend every class – bridging the cultural divide
• Reliance on small groups and teamwork – active learning, flipped classroom

• Problem sets 
• Capstone project in the form of a 15 minute YouTube style video

• Grading based on participation, completion of assignments, and team project (no 
traditional tests)

• Longitudinal focus on data visualization – preparation of figures
• Use of 3 software environments; Excel, GraphPad Prism, R

Rationale for an in-class online Wufoo student survey
• A survey was taken in class during the first day.
• Although the students have diverse backgrounds, we wanted to determine common 

elements that would enable the course to build on student’s prior experience.
• Survey topics

• What courses have students already taken that are relevant to D2K?
• What is the self-assessed software literacy of students?
• How many students have previous formal training in computer programming?
• Do students already have a grasp of basic statistical concepts?
• How do students characterize the experimental methodologies they employ?
• The students were also asked their gender, height and to pick a number between 

1 and 10.

Analysis of the survey data by students
• During the first class, the students were randomly assigned to 6 teams.  
• We discussed the rationale for randomization and then reviewed the method for 

drawing random numbers and creating the teams.
• We also discussed questions one might want ask about the data?
• The survey data was de-identified and then returned to all the students as an Excel 

spreadsheet. 
• The first assignment was for each group to meet during the class, develop a strategy 

and analyze the survey data.
• Each group was asked to submit up to 3 slides for discussion during the second class.  

This formed a basis for the class to define their learning objectives.

Results
After teaching D2K three times, it became evident that many aspects of the student 
survey data were consistent from year to year.  Our goal here is to share the basic 
findings and to discuss how they are influencing continuing efforts to strengthen training 
in experimental design and analysis.  Prior to undertaking this analysis, the project was 
submitted to the local IRB and given exempt status.

Lessons learned
• Most students (85%) have prior formal training in statistics, yet have difficulty applying 

concepts, even after one year of laboratory experience in graduate school.
• Software literacy after one year of training was much weaker than anticipated
• Students enjoyed working in teams and the focus on participation without exams
• Elements of this course should be integrated into first semester courses
• Students appreciate doing exercises to solidify concepts
• Focus on data from student research is powerful 
• Student exercises need to be strengthened to provide more feedback – will require 

additional resources

Software Skills: self-reported experience level (Scale 0-5)  n=113

ASSESSMENT:  Student work products improved as the course progressed

Q: HAVE YOU ALREADY TAKEN A COURSE IN STATISTICS?
A:  96/113 (85%) answered Yes.   

Q: CAN YOU ANSWER A QUESTION DIFFERENTIATING 
BETWEEN p VALUE AND EFFECT SIZE?
A: 61/113 (54%) answered correctly.

Q: 85% OF THE STUDENTS HAD TAKEN A PERVIOUS STATISTICS 
COURSE. THEY DO BETTER AT ANSWERING THIS QUESTION. 
A: 58% correct with previous statistics course

29% correct with NO previous statistics course.

Concepts covered
• The brain is designed to help us see patterns – even when they are not there!

• Hypothesis testing, models, role of statistics, probability, p values, distributions 
• Scientific rigor and reproducibility; randomization, blinding, bias, and error
• Making measurements, fundamental and higher order measures, accuracy and precision, 

propagation of errors
• Biological and mathematical models
• Data visualization and its importance: 

• Data distributions: histograms, shapes, numerical summaries, data tables
• Data Plots: dot plots, density plots, Q-Q (theoretical to sample quantile) plots
• Good graphic design

• Log, cube root transforms of data; importance of normality
• Populations vs samples; model vs observations, parameters vs statistics
• Smoothing, correlation, covariance, confidence intervals; interpreting correlation
• Central limit theorem, method of least squares, testing hypotheses about slope and intercept 

parameters
• Linear models, multiple regression models, collinearity, model comparison
• Statistical Hypothesis Tests – confidence intervals

• Maximum Likelihood – statistical inference
• Bayes Theorem
• Issues with P values – importance of confidence intervals

• Permutation test, t-test, ANOVA
• Model fits for estimating parameters
• (Non-linear) mixed effects models – for repeated measure; benefits (important to prevent biasing 

the effects estimates for repeated measurements)

*PyMol data was collected for only the most recent class of 
students; PyMol is introduced in a course taken by some 
students in the first year of graduate school.

% of students having some knowledge (>0) of the software
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Concepts & Analysis • Descriptive Statistics (means, 

standard deviations, histograms)
• t-tests

• Rationale, design, methods
• Normality of data
• Data transformations
• Paired and unpaired t-tests
• ANOVAs
• Correlation
• Regression
• Multiple comparisons correction

Software • Excel
• R
• Python

• GraphPad Prism
• Excel
• R
• ImageJ
• Python

Data visualization • Bar charts
• Pie charts
• Dynamite plots
• Excessive use of color
• Discontinuous axes in graphs

• q-q plots
• dot-plots (with distributions)
• box-plots
• Capstone videos

• Cellular and Molecular Pathology
• Cell Biology and Molecular Physiology
• Immunology
• Molecular Biophysics & Structural 

Biology

• Molecular Genetics & Developmental 
Biology

• Molecular Pharmacology
• Molecular Virology & Microbiology
• Neurobiology
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Maximum: Greatest value, 
excluding outliers

# of outliers at given value
[outliers:  < Q1-1.5*IQR or

> Q3+1.5*IQR ]1

Upper quartile

Median

Lower quartile

Minimum: Least value, 
excluding outliers

1 Tukey, John W (1977). Exploratory Data 
Analysis. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley
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